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Abstract 

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is the new fully digital sound broadcast-system and is the European 
standard for mobile digital radio. Because of the frequency selective fading (distortion on FM and loss of 
signal) information get lost. Nowadays, this is the big problem with mobile audio systems. The loss or 
distortion of information makes it necessary to create a system which is minimal dependent of these 
information losses. 
Such a system can be reached by adding redundancy information which makes it possible to correct errors 
in this information. To correct these errors, a Viterbi encoder and decoder can be used. 

For decoding audio signals, a Viterbi decoder with a bit-rate of 384 kbit/s is sufficient. The whole DAB 
system however can handle a bit-rate of2.304 Mbit/s and is fast enough to do MPEGl video transmission. 
To use this maximum capacity of the DAB-system a faster Viterbi decoder is needed. This faster decoder is 
retrieved by choosing a different architecture then the existing 384 kbit/s decoder. This report shows the 
design of such a Viterbi decoder with a maximum bit-rate of 3 Mbit/s. 
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1 Introduction 

DAB stands for Digital Audio Broadcasting. This system is designed to provide fully digital audio 
broadcasting for reception by mobile, portable and fixed receivers, using a simple non-directional antenna. 
It is a logical follow-up of the digital sound carriers such as Compact Disc and Digital Compact Cassette 
and the replacement of the traditional radio systems such as FM CD quality audio reception under almost 
all circumstances becomes possible. 

The DAB &ystem uses digital techniques to do this kind ofbroadcasting. At the transition(e.g. studio) site, 
the audio data is sampled or the data can already be digital data (e.g. CD-data). When sampling data for 
example with 44.1 kHz and samples of 16 bit, the total bit-rate is 705.6 kbit/s. (This is not the only possible 
bit-rate. Every multiplication of this rate is possible ). In the audio encoder, which takes care of reducing the 
data, the bit-rate is reduced to 192 kbit/s (see figure 1). The next stage is to encode this bit-stream and add 
some data so that error correction is possible. 
When distortion occurs, it is mostly in burst in the time- as in the frequency domain. Error correction 
however works only with uniform occurring errors. Therefore it is necessary to perform time- and 
frequency interleaving which means that the transmitted signal is spread in both the frequency and time 
domain so that the defects of channel distortions and fades may be eliminated from the recovered signal in 
the receiver. 

1.1 System implementation 
A conceptual block diagram of the DAB transmitter drive in which each service is coded individually at 
source level (audio encoder) and then error protected (channel encoder) is shown in figure 1 [Eureka]. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual DAB transmitter 

DAB 
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After the time interleaving the signal is multiplexed into the Main Service Channel. The multiplexer output 
is frequency interleaved and combined with multiplex control and service information which travel in a 
Fast Information Channel (FIC). Finally, a synchronization symbol is added before applying Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM, which can be implemented using an IFFT [Eureka]) and 
differential QSPK modulation onto a large number of carriers to from the DAB signal. 
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Introduction - DAB .Y= 

In figure 2 the receiver block diagram is shown. The received signal is selected, down converted and 
quadrature demodulated before applying it to an analog-to-digital converter pair. 
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Figure 2: Conceptual DAB receiver 
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Thereafter, the receiver performs the transmitter operations in reverse order, having selected the wanted 
DAB ensemble and acquired synchronization. The selection (which can be tuning in on a frequency or 
tuning in on a certain service in the channeldecoder) is done in the analogue tuner, which performs the 
tuning and filtering functions. The digitized output of the converter is first fed to the FFf stage and 
ditferentially demodulated [Eureka]. This is followed by time and frequency de-interleaving processes and 
error correction to output hopefully the original coded services data. As said before, this type of code can 
not correct burst errors, so it is obvious that the decoding is preceded by the de-interleaving, because whole 
bursts are now spread over the spectrum. After the decoding the data is further processed in an audio 
decoder or in a data decoder. The decoding of more than one service component from the same ensemble, 
e.g. an audio program in parallel with a data service, is practicable and provides interesting possibilities for 
new receiver features given in the next paragraph. 

1.2 System features 

1.2.1 Audio services 

The audio source coding method is based on perceptual properties of human hearing, and is a low bit-rate 
sub-band coding system for high quality audio signals. Tuis method is capable of processing mono, stereo 
and dual channel and different encoded bit-rate options are available (32 - 384 kbit/s per channel). In 
stereophonic or dual channel mode, the encoder produces twice the bit-rate of a mono channel. 

Each audio service channel also contains a PAD channel, which can be used to convey information which is 
intimately linked to the source program. Additionally, text with graphics features, for example, may be 
conveyed in the PAD. 

1.2.2 Data services 

In addition to the Program Associated Data (PAD) which may be carried with the audio, genera! data may 
be conveyed as a separate service. A Traffic Message Channel (TMC) is an example of a data service. 
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1.2.3 Service inf onnation. 

The following elements of service infonnation can be made available for display on a receiver: 

Basic program service label (i.e. name of the program service); 
Time and date; 
Dynamic program label (e.g. lyrics, names of artists); 
Program language; 
Program type label (e.g. news, sport). 

The following elements can be used for control of a receiver: 

Cross-reference to the same service being transmitted in another DAB service or being simulcast 
by an AM or FM service; 
transmitter identification infonnation (e.g. for geographical position infonnation or name of 
transmitter). 

1.3 The Viterbi decoder 
There exists two kind of data encoding, convolutional and block coding. Convolutional coding means that 
the codewords are of unknown length while at the block coding the code words have a known length. In 
DAB the choice for using convolutional codes is made. This report introduces this kind of coding and 
decoding by means of a Viterbi decoder in section 2 and 3. 
Currently a Viterbi decoder with a bit-rate of 384 kbit/s is used and this decoder is explained in section 4. 
For the purpose of, for instance MPEG 1 video, a faster Viterbi decoder is needed and therefore a different 
architecture than the existing decoder is used. This different architecture/implementation is described in 
section 5 and 6. 

4 



2 Encoding 

During the transmission of data, errors occur in the bit-stream. A method to correct these errors is to add some 
redundancy to the transmitted data in such a way, that the receiver the original data can obtain after correc1ion. 
Tuis chapter shows how this redundancy is added, using an encoder. 

2.1 The encoder 

A binary convolutional encoder contains a shift register into which the input data stream is fed. The shift 
register has a certain length k, tenned constraint length. The data shifts into a register where some modulo-
2 add operations are succeeded. These additions make sure, that the output as given in figure 3 has a 
maximal Hamming distance so that the maximal error correcting is possible in a later stadium. The 
Hamming distance of a code gives the minimal number of different bits between two code words. The 
bigger this distance, the easier it is to correct errors. With a big Hamming distance, the most likely 
codeword in comparison with the perfect codeword is easier to find than with a small Hamming distance 
[Tilborg]. 

Outputs of selected stages are processed by modulo-2 adders generating n ~ 2 output symbols at a time 
which are then sequentially sent over the transmission channel. 
Which output to select is specified by way of generator polynomials. These polynomials are given in the 
following manner: 

if given l+x2 , the first and the third position of the register are added; 

if given 1 +x+x2 , the first, second and third position is pointed. 

By choosing these polynomials carefully, the maximum Hamming distance can be created for a code. 
Therefore, only a few generator polynomials are suited to be used in this sort of coding schemes. Since such 
an encoder produces n output symbols per input symbol, it is said to have a code rate of R=lln. An example 
of an convolutional encoder is given in figure 3. 

Figure 3: Example of encoder with R=J/2, k=3 and polynomials 1 +x2 and 1 +x+x2 

The only input &ymbols of the encoder are a 'O' or a 'l '. This limits the possible output sequences of the 
encoder. In the encoder of figure 3, only two possibilities out of a randomly state are possible. The states of 
the encoder are given by the grayish part. Because there are two part grayish, only four different states are 
possible in this encoder. When taking a look in time, a transition diagram of these states can be made which 
is called a trellis diagram. In this diagram, every timeslot represents one output cycle oftwo bits. 

5 
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2.2 Trellis for the encoder 
The behavior of an encoder is represented by a trellis, a graph in which one input symbol and n output 
symbols are associated with each edge (see figure 4). Each vertex corresponds to one state. There are 2 k-1 
states, where kis the constraint length mentioned before. 

encoder 
state 

timeslot 0 2 3 4 5 

Figure 4: Trellis for the encoder in figure 1 

6 7 8 

The bits at eveiy edge represent the perfect symbols associated with each change of state. For example, if 
started in state 0 and a 'O' is received as input for the encoder, then the output of the encoder offigure 3 is 
00, so the new state is state 0. When this is done for all states, the trellis as in figure 4 is the result. 

2.3 Encoding example 
This encoding method is explained using an example input vector. Suppose the input for the encoder is the 
vector: 01101101, wherein the right '1' is the first bit. Let the initial contents of the encoder be 000. Initial, 
the encoder is in state 00 and the output is 00. When shifting the first bit '1' into the encoder, the output 
becomes 11 and aft.er that the state is 10 (the state is the value in the grayish part offigure 3). Next, a '0' 
shifts into the encoder and the contents ofthis encoder becomes 010 which results in the output 01 and state 
01. When continuing this, the transition diagram of figure 5 is received. 

The output of the encoder for the given input sequence is: 1101001010001010. The decoding ofthis vector 
(even when the output of the encoder is corrupted) is a task of the decoder explained in the next chapter. 
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3 Decoding 

3 .1 The decoder 
The decoder faces the task ofregenerating the most likely input stream originally fed into the encoder from 
the output stream it receives. Obviously, due to transmission errors, the stream received may differ from the 
output stream issued by the encoder. Decoding can be fonnulated as a shortest path problem which 
calculates the Hamming distances between the incoming symbols (encoder output) and the perfect symbols 
belonging to the encoder transition diagram and calculates this for all states. Therefore, the decoder is 
assumed to have a replica of the encoder and hence it can regenerate the encoding transition diagram 
(encoder trellis). 

The algorithm follows the procedure to compare the incoming symbols with the perfect symbols at each of 
the four states. At each reemerging node, the path having the smallest Hamming distance of the two 
symbols (i.e. the survivor) is kept. The other path (the non-survivor), shown as dashed lines in figure 6 is 
discarded. Suppose that the initial state (where the decode starts) is 00. First, the symbol 11 is received by 
the decoder. This symbol is in state 00 compared with the edge 00 and 11. The Hamming distance for the 
upper edge (named upper branch) is 2 and for the lower branch it is 0. This brings the weights of the states 
in the next timeslot respectively to 2 and 0. Next, the same procedure is followed for the states 00 and 10. 
When doing this for the first three stages the trellis as in figure 6a is received. The numbers with every edge 
are the branch metrics and represents the Hamming distance between the incoming symbol and the perfect 
symbol belonging to that branch. The numbers at the dots are called the path-metrics. A path metric is the 
cumulative weight of all branches needed to get there. When two branches arrive at one path metric, the one 
which results in the minimal path metric is kept and called survivor. The reason why only the minimal path 
metric has to be kept is explained later. 
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Figure 6: Example of decode algorithm 
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In figure 6b the trellis is given for the next stage. In this trellis, some paths are disconnected because they 
are not reachable anymore. When continuing this, one path is received at the end and this path represents 
the survivor path which is needed to receive the original input stream of the encoder. This path is given if 
figure 7. In this figure per state two outgoing edges are drawn so it is clear which one of the edges is the 
upper or lower. 
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Figure 7: Trellis for the decoder 

To decode this path and receive the actual bit shifted into the encoder, the branches are marked with a '1' if 
it is the lower outgoing branch and it is marked with a 'O' if it is the upper outgoing branch. The decode 
sequence becomes now, reading from the last timeslot downto the first : 01101101 which was exactly the 
input of the encoder. 

In short: 
Every timeslot, some comparisons are done and a branch is chosen. At every state, the minimum is kept. 
This means that at every state, one of the incoming branches will be lost and one is kept as a survivor. At 
the end, the state with the minimum path-metric can be traced back to retrieve the decoded information. 
An essential part of Viterbi is that when the trace back is long enough, the survivor path converges to the 
most likely path. Tuis means that ifthere are errors in the incoming signal of the decoder, these errors will 
filtered out when storing enough bits. The best option is to store the bits over an infinite depth, but this can 
not be realized so the bits are stored over an finite depth which has to be long enough to know that the most 
likely path is found. This length is found by some typical cases of channel distortions (or by evaluation of 
field tests). 

This example deals with a received sequence which is not disturbed, so the whole decoded vector is equal 
with the original vector of the encoder. When the sequence is disturbed, the vector is not equal with the 
original. Now, the first x bits are not reliable. These x bits are needed to know that the most likely path is 
found and from that moment, the decoded bits are reliable and match the original vector. 
When started in the state with the best path metric, the number of bits needed to find the most likely path is 
the smallest, but if the trace starts in a randomly chosen state, this number grows with some bits and 
therefore, the storing depth has to be made bigger making sure the most likely path is found. 

From this example, some interesting observations may be drawn. In figure 6b and c is shown that none of 
the extensions at the nodes of state 0 at timeslot 1 and 2 yields a survivor. Therefore, the path section 
terminating at these nodes are eliminated since they can not be part of the most likely path. This is easy to 
see: when looking at figure 6a, it becomes clear that the edge with the lowest branch metric is the only 
branch which must be kept, because if the other edge is chosen the most likely path can never be found 
again. This illustrates the general observation that a surviving path at any timeslot is always a surviving 
path at any subsequent timeslots of the trellis. 

When taking a close look at the Viterbi algorithm, three basic parts are recognized which are carried out in 
one timeslot. These parts are: 
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1) Branch metric computation (BMC). 
Compute all possible branch metrics from the &ymbols received. In the previous 
example, there are 4 possible branch metrics; 

2) Path metric computation. 
Among all edges entering a vertex, find one with minimum accumulated weight. 
Select and store this branch as the last leg of the survivor path and discard the others. 
Update path metrics accordingly. 

3) Survivor memory evaluation (SME). 
Take the most likely path (or a randomly chosen path) and trace this path back through 
the trellis over the full decoding depth and output the input &ymbols associated with its 
eldest branch stored. 

The following paragraphs will take a closer look at these parts. 

3.1.1 Branch metric computation 

The branch metrics reflect the Hamming distance between the actual received and the perfect symbols. In 
the previous example every timeslot there are eight branch metric needed, which consists of four different 
values. Thus, the first timeslot, all possible branch metrics are calculated by looking at the received symbol 
and compare this with all perfect &ymbols and count the number of different bits. This approach delivers 
four different values which must be supplied in the correct sequence. Tuis method is called hard-decision 
decoding. A different method, which results in a higher coding gain is the sofi-decision decoding. This 
approach increases the coding gain by approximately 2 dB [Cain] compared with hard-decision. 

Soft-decision gives every bit a certain weight. This weight can be represented by a number of bits. Lets 
assume that the weight is given by three bits. Now, an Euclidean distance measure can be used in this 
application. The minimization of this Euclidean distance is equivalent to minimizing the branch metric bm 
in (eq. 1) where, 

(
ri, if hi = 0 

with mi = 7 'f h _ 7 ; i = 1, 2. 
-ri, 1 i -

(EQ 1) 

In this formula, ri stands for the actual received symbol and hi stands for the 'perfect' &ymbol. The 
difference between the actual en 'perfect' &ymbols are the branch metrics where the metric with the 
smallest value is chosen as best metric. This is done because the metric with the smallest value represents 
the highest probable event. Because there are two received symbols, there are four possible calculations to 
find the metric with the smallest value. These calculations are given below. 

distance(O)= Y2 + Yl wherein y is the received &ymbol 
distance(l)= Y2 + (7-y1) 
distance(2)= (7-Y2) + Yl 
distance(3)= (7-Y')) +(7- Yl) 

The highest possible value of a distance is 14(i.e. Yl and Y2 are zero). Therefore four registers with a width 
offour bits are sufficient to store all distances (storage capacity is 16 bits). With help of these distances, the 
branch metrics can be computed which is explained later. When looking in one timeslot, every decoder state 
has its own branch metric belonging to it. These bm 's belong every timeslot to the same state. Only the 
contents of the bm 's changes, because they depend on the input symbols as can seen above. 
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Example 1 : 

Suppose we are in timeslot 0, state 3. The minimal distance is distance(3). Fortimeslot 
1 in state 3 it is so that the minimal distance is distance(3) too, only the contents may 
differ. This holds for every timeslot in state 3. In accordance with this, the chosen 
distances can be found for all states in a timeslot and stored in a table. How this will be 
done is explained later. 

In this way, a table is created in which every state is assigned to a distance. The contents of these distances 
must be recalculated every time new symbols arrive. 

3.1.2 Path metric update 

In each timeslot and for each.ofthe 4 states in the trellis, this part of the viterbi algorithm updates the path 
metrics and simultaneously determines the surviving branches. It is obvious that for every incoming input 
symbol the branch metrics and path metrics must re-calculated. Since for the code two branches are 
incident-in to any vertex in the trellis one of them becomes the survivor and the other is discontinued as 
explained before. One bit per state is therefore sufficient to keep track of the survivor path. 

To update the path metrics correctly, three basic operations are needed : 

add : add the old path metrics (the path metrics of the current decoder state) with the branch 
metrics belonging to the currently decoder state; 

compare : because there are two incoming edges at each state, the old path metrics added with the 
branch metrics belonging to those edges must be compared with each other; 

select : choose the path metric belonging to the new state with the minimal value. 

These three operations together are performed by aso called Add Compare Select-unit (ACS-unit). In the 
example of and chapter 3 there are four ACS operations needed to calculate all new path metrics. A 
property which can be seen in figure 8 shows that pairs oftwo ACS-units can be combined. 

butterfly 1 

2 

3 ~--ba:::::::::::::_~ 

butterfly 2 

Figure 8: Position of a butterfly in a trellis 

Such a combination is called a butterfly. Because one butterfly does the calculation for two states, only two 
butterflies are sufficient to calculate the new path metrics for one timeslot. The calculations belonging to 
butterfly! are the following: 

pmo= min (pmo+ bmo. pm2 + bm2); 
pm1 =min (pmo+ bm1, pm2+ bm3). 

Butterfly2 is almost the same as butterfly! except for the old - and new path metric numbers. Suppose that 
the state is represented by counter i. The calculations can now be written as: 
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pm2i = min (pmi + bm0, pmi + 2 + bm2) 

pm2i + 1 = min (pmi + bm1, pmi + 2 + bm3) 
(EQ 2) 

where i = 0, 1. At the same time the chosen branch is forwarded as a survivor bit and is chosen to be a '0' in 
case of the upper branch and a '1' in case of the lower branch. This choice has some advantages which will 
be seen later. 

previous path 
me tri es 

newpath 
metrics 

Figure 9: Partial trellisdiagram or butterfly fora code with k=3 

In figure 9 is shown how the branch metric and previous path metric values participate in computing the 
new path metrics. These path metrics grow every timeslot and there is a point at which the path metrics 
become that big that an overflow occurred, because the path metrics are stored as n-bit values. Normally, 
that should make necessary that there has to be some kind of re-sealing the metrics, but it is proven by 
[Hekstra] that re-sealing is not needed when the metrics are n-bit vectors. The well known re-sealing 
approach to the implementation of the Viterbi algorithm is to subtract the minimum metric from all metrics, 
so that they all remain in a certain range. There is an easier way of doing the re-sealing which is explained 
in [Hekstra]. 

It can be observed from the partial trellis diagram in figure 9 that every pair of old path metrics is used to 
calculate a pair of new path metrics. Thus, the path metrics need to be stored for one timeslot long. To store 
the metrics, there are two altemative storage schemes: 

scheme 1 : Previous and new path metrics are kept in two separate memories working 
in a ping-pong mode. One memory provides the previous metrics to the ACS-unit 
while the other one stores the new metrics of the survivor paths. After each timeslot 
(i.e. after each run of the path metric unit), the two memories are swapped and ready 
for usage again. 

scheme 2 : The pair of old path metrics is overwritten by the two freshly computed 
values. Such an in-place computation halves the memory size, but, as a side effect, in 
each timeslot permutes the path metrics. 

Therefore, in-place computation clearly is more complex but also more efficient in area. 

There are two sequences of using a butterfly (see figure 10). These two methods differ in the way of how 
the old- and new states are called. hl the butterfly of type a, the old path metrics are called in sequentia! 
order and the output delivers the bits in two packages oftwo bits. The butterfly of type b does this in reverse 
and calls the old path metrics in a non-sequentia! order, but delivers at the output the new path metrics in 
sequentia! order. 

The user is free to choose which way of butterfly calling is used. Suppose that a RAM is used to store the 
metrics, then type b is a better choice. 
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Figure JO: Two different types of butterjlies 

A RAM mostly work with n-bit words. When using a RAM to store the survivors it is ea&y to use the 
butterfly configuration as in type b. When using this butterfly, the computed survivors can be stored as a 
two bit word while this is not possible with type a. The usage for these two types becomes clear in the next 
chapters. 

3.1.3 Survivor memory update 

The survivors which are calculated in each state have to be stored. Therefore memories are needed, but the 
working of the storing principal depend on the kind used. It is handy to take care that the positions in the 
memories are equal to the states to which the survivors belong so that the addressing scheme needed is the 
same as the calling scheme for the butterflies. 
The survivors can be stored in a register-file or in a RAM. Both ways have their advantages and 
disadvantages. A register-file uses in genera! more area and dissipates more than a RAM, but there is no 
difficult addressing necessary to decode the information. A RAM to store the same amount of data as the 
register file is much smaller in area and uses less power, but is more complex in addressing methods. 
Another important fact is that when using RAMs only one position in a time can be written or read, while 
with register-files more positions at a time can be written or read. 
At this point a simplified scheme of a Viterbi decoder can be given. See therefore figure 11 . 

yl 

y2 

y3 

y4 

path metrics path metrics 

old ~ 1 pathmetric 1/ new 

1 
~ mommy 

7 
-von 

,..-•b•ra•n•ch-• li 
metric / 1 survivor 
computer ACS-units memory 

write 
adres 
generator 

re ad 
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generator 

Figure 11: Simplified scheme of a Viterbi decoder 

How both methods are used is explained in the next chapters. 

output 
device 

data_out 
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Decoding ll.~= 

3.2 Different decoding methods 
There are two well known methods of decoding: 

1) register exchange method; 
2) trace back method. 

The first method is often used in decoders with a moderate speed, while the second method often is used in 
veiy fast decoders [D-uong]. 
The register exchange method can for instance shift the survivors into big registers. When the decoding 
depth is reached, the first bit which shifts out and belongs to the path with the minimal path metric, is the 
decoded bit which is most probably the transmitted bit. Sometimes, the path with the minimal metric is not 
known, and then a majority vote can be done at all states to receive the decoded bit. 
The trace-back method stores the survivors mostly in a RAM. The positions of the survivors in the RAM 
are equal to the states. When a certain depth is reached, the trace back starts over the whole decoding depth 
and follows the minimal path. The last bit in the survivor memoiy is the decoded bit. 

These two methods use different kinds of butterflies and memories to store path metrics. The consequences 
for these changes are explained later. 
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4 Register Exchange method 

As the name says, this type of decoder uses registers. These regi~ers are needed to ~ore the survivors. 
Because there are reg~ers used, there is a certain method needed to let the Viterbi algorithm work. How 
this method works is explained in this chapter by describing an exi~ing implementation. 

4.1 Scheme of a register exchange decoder 
An example of a decoder of this type is given in figure 12. This is not the easiest way to build a register 
exchange decoder, but this implementation already exists and has some features which can be explained 
using this architecture. The in-place path metric storage (mentioned before) is used in this example and will 
be explained. Some parameters are different as in the examples used in chapter 2 and chapter 3 . The 
parameters used in this example are : 

constraint length : 7 (thus number of states is 64 ); 
soft decision deco ding with a weight factor of three bits; 
bit-rate : 384 kbiUs; 
decoding depth : 80 (depth needed to know that most likely path is found); 
rate : 1/4 in which the first and the fourth symbol are equal· 
generator polynomials: yt=x0+x1+x3+x4, Y2=xO+x3+x4+x'. y3=xO+x2+x5, y4=xO+xl+x3+x4=y1; 
clock frequency : 12.288MHz. 

Because there are 64 states and a decoding depth of 80, a register file is used with the dimension 80 x 64, 
thus the survivor memories consists of 64 registers with a width of 80 bits. The rate of this code is 1/4 so 
that there now 16 possible branch metrics exist, since Yl and y4 are equal (as can seen in the generator 
polynomials) and the number ofbranch metrics reduced to eight. 

majoraty 
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-Control 
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register files 

Y4-
Y3 branch-metric 
Y2 generation/store 
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Figure 12: Scheme of a register exchange viterbi decoder 

The metric data arrives at the branch metric unit. The data Yl· ." , y 4 has each a width of four bits because 
three bits are needed to give a weight toa symbol. Next, the branch metric unit computes eight different 
distances (branch metrics) and puts them into a register one time per timeslot. 
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These branch metrics must be storecl for a while because there are 64 states which neecl the branch metrics 
computed in that timeslot but they are not needed at one clock cycle. Normally, one A CS-unit is sufficient to 
calculate the whole trellis, but this is relatively slow because only one state in a time can be calculatecl. As 
seen in figure 8, two ACS-units can be combined to form one butterfly. This solution is faster and uses less 
calculations than if one ACS-unit is used. In the example used in this chapter, two parallel ACS-units (one 
butterfly) are used to get the speed of 384 kbit/s. This can be calculated as follows: 

Number of cycles per bit= clock frequency /output bit-rate : 12.288.000 / 384000 = 32 clock cycles/bit. 
There are 64 states and they all must be calculated to get one bit as output. There are 32 clock cycles to 
calculate 64 states, thus 0.5 cycles/state. Thus in l clock cycle, two states must be calculated and this can be 
done using one butterfly. 

This butterfly calculates in one cycle two survivors and two new path metrics. In this decoder, the butterfly 
of figure 1 Oa is used so that the survivors are not sequentia! deliverecl at the output. Therefore it is easy to 
use two memories to store the survivors. 
The path metrics storage in this example are storecl in-place. Tuis means that the position where the old 
path metrics are read is overwritten by the new path metrics. This method uses some more controller 
hardware but less memory area (see chapter 4.3 ) than the method which uses two different memories to 
store these metrics. 

4.2 Branch - and path metric computation 
In this decoder the butterfly of type ais used. The replica of the encoder used in this decoder looks like the 
one in figure 13. Only the six positions which form the state are important to calculate the branch metrics. 

lliJ =state 

6 

i+32 

...._~--~--~-+-~~~...._~....__-y2 

...._~~~~~+-~~~--~....__-y3 

y4 
LSB MSB 

Figure 13: Encoder scheme belonging to butterfly of type a 

Every time new data arrives, a binary representative of a state is put into this register and some xor 
operations are carriecl out to receive the four y bits, wherein Yl and y 4are the same as told before. These xor 
operations depends on the generator polynomials at the same way as with the encoder. When in state s, the 
binary representative is stored into the register and the xor operations are carried out. Four y-values are 
received at the output. These four values form together a binary number which forms the decimal value of 
the distance to choose. 

Example 2: 

Suppose that the state =2, binary coded 000010. The output now becomes 1001 equal 
to 9 which is the distance number. The contents ofthis distance is the branch metric. 

For all 64 states this simple calculation can be done to retrieve the numbers of the distances which belong to 
a certain state. This has to be done only once, because the distances belong every timeslot to the same state. 

The contents of these distances change every time new input &ymbols are received at the decoder. These 
contents or branch metrics are calculated with a changed version of eq. 1. There are now four terms, 
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because the rate is 114 and the fact that each symbol has four bits (three bits for the weight) results in a 
perfect &ymbol of 15 instead of 7. The equation becomes, 

(EQ 3) 

Noticing that Yl is equal to y4 the eight possible distances are now the following: 

distance( 0) = y4 + y3 + y2 + yl 
distance( 2) = y4 + y3 + (15-y2) + yl wherein Yi is equal tori. 
distance( 4) = y4 + (15-y3) + y2 + yl 
distance( 6) = y4 + (15-y3) + (15-y2) +yl 
distance( 9) = (15-y4) + y3 + y2 + (15-yl) 
distance(ll) = (15-y4) + y3 + (l 5-y2) + (15-y l) 
distance(13) = (15-y4) + (15-y3) + y2+(15-y1) 
distance(15) = (15-y4) + (15-y3) + (15-y2) + (15-yl) 

These distances represent all possible branch metrics. Which distance represents which branch metric is 
given by the procedure as in example 2. The highest possible value of a branch metric is 60 (e.g. yi, Y2· y3 
and y4 are all zero). To store these eight branch metrics, eight registers with a width of six bits are 
sufficient. These branch metrics must be stored until the next input &ymbols arrive. During this time, the 
chosen branch metric depends on the current state. 

Every time a butterfly is called, two branch metrics together with two old path metrics are needed. Together 
with the old path metrics and the branch metrics the new path metrics are computed. In the design of 
figure 12 the butterfly configuration of figure lOa is used. In this butterfly, the old path metrics are 
sequentia! read, but not sequentially written. So, the new path metrics are written on positions i and i+32, 
just as the survivors. Therefore it is ea&y to use two different survivor memories, one for the first 32 states 
and one for the second 32 states. For the path metrics, one memoiy is used to read the old metrics and at the 
same time store the new one. This memoiy must be divided in two parts. How this works is explained in the 
following paragraph. 

4.3 In-Place memory 
As told before, the in-place requires some extra controller hardware to achieve the correct working. The old 
path metrics are read from two positions and together with two branch metrics they are used to calculate 
two new path metrics which are stored at the same positions. 

In the next example is shown what happens: 

Suppose the current states are 0 and 1. The old path metrics are read from position 0 and 1 in the 
memory with a total of 64 positions. Together with two branch metrics, two new path metrics are 
computed which normally must be stored (following the butterfly) at position 0 and 32. This isn 't 
possible, because position 32 is not read yet. Therefore, the path metrics are written at position 0 and 
1 again. Next, position 2 and 3 are read and the procedure above repeats. 

It is obvious that in the next timeslot, the butterflies must be connected in a different way to the memoiy 
positions. When drawing this for a 64 state trellis, it becomes that big so that the example is of an eight 
states trellis (see figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Example of in-place scheduling 

There are two memories used in this example, because for each butterfly two read operations at one time 
have to be done. Because this is not possible with one memozy, a second is added which is marked grayish. 
Notice that after three timeslots the original organization is reached again. When using the 64 states trellis, 
it takes six timeslots before the original organization is reached again. After reaching this organization 
again, the process can be repeated. 
Next step is the decoding which is explained in the next paragraph. 

4.4 Decoding 

incoming symbols 10 
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state 
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Figure 15: Trel/is of a register exchange viterbi decoder 

To make the figure not too complex, the example consists only of four states. This example is only used to 
explain the working of the register exchange method. This method stays the same for evezy number of 
states. 
Every time a butterfly is called, two survivors are computed and stored, thus in one timeslot it takes two 
butterfly calls in this example (a timeslot is the time needed to calculate the new path metrics for all states). 
From evezy state there are two outgoing edges, the upper is decoded as a 'O' and the lower as a 'l '. The 
incoming symbols are compared with the 'perfect' symbols and as a consequence one of the edges is chosen 
as the survivor. The edge chosen is the one with the minimal amount of different bits (marked with a fat 
line) and when the amount of different bit is the same, one specific edge is chosen (this edge is free to 
choose but has to be the same for the rest of the decoding). The survivor bits belonging to the chosen edges 
are now stored at the last position (most right) of the shift register. At evezy timeslot the smallest path 
metric will be chosen as survivor, the other path is disconnected. Every timeslot the survivors are stored and 
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only at the last position of the survivor path a majority vote is done to receive the decoded ~mbol. In this 
example the decoded bit is '1 ' . 

A disadvantage of this method is the dissipation. Every timeslot there are shift operations as many as the 
amount of states. When there are 64 states, as in the finally design, there are 64 registers which have to 
perform shift operations per timeslot, which are very expensive in power. Dependent on the choice which 
survivor is chosen, the contents of a whole register can be copied into another register. In the next figure 
this will be explained. 

xxxlOOO xxlOlOO xlOllOO 
•=::-------- =:_---- - ----

xxxlOOl 

·~. ' -

Register is copied 
into another 

Only one shift 
operation 

7 bits shift register no .l 

7 bits shift register no.2 

7 bits shift register no.3 

7 bits shift register no.4 

Figure 16: When to copy a register and when not to 

It can be seen that if the survivor path changes from one state to another, the contents of the whole register 
is copied into another and at the same time the new survivor is shifted into the register. When the survivor 
path remains in the same state, only one shift operation is carried out. When there is no connection between 
two states in two timeslots, the register is always copied from another. This can be seen at register two and 
three. 

Because of the use of registers, this method probably dissipates much. A different method, faster and 
depending on the parallelism used, less expensive in power, is the trace back method. This is the method in 
which the final design is made. 
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5 Trace back method 

Tuis is a different method to implement the Viterbi algorithm. The sUIVivor calculation is almost equal with the 
register exchange method, but the difference is the way in wbich the survivors are stored and decoded [Truong]. 
Tuis method will be explained in tbis chapter. 

5 .1 Simplified working of the decoder 
A simplified description of a Viterbi decoder is given next using the scheme of figure 11. This scheme is 
used as help to build the trace back decoder. This decoder is just an example and can be implemented in 
many different manners. This is only one wey to explain the working of it. 

The branch metric computer calculates eveiy time new data arrives, the eight possible branch metrics (same 
way as chapter 4 ). These branch metrics, together with the old path metrics retrieved from the path metric 
memoiy are input for the ACS-units which calculates the new path metrics and store them in the path metric 
memoiy. 

Together with the new path metrics, the ACS-units compute the survivors and stores them in the survivor 
memoiy. The difference between the explained register exchange method and the used trace back method 
consists of the storage of the survivors and the decoding. The survivor memoiy in the decoder of figure 11 
is of a RAM type, so the survivors can be written directly on the right position and there are no difficult 
shift operations necessaiy. 

When the trace depth is reached, a trace back is started. How this works is explained later. After the trace 
back, the output bits are in reversed order, so they have to be reversed by the output device. 

5.2 Branch metric computation 
As mentioned before, the butterfly configuration used in this design is different from the one in the register 
exchange method (this difference is the addressing method). Here, the butterfly configuration as in 
figure 1 Ob is used. The changing of butterfly configuration has some consequences for the sequence of the 
branch metrics. Therefore the two methods get a closer look. When using the butterfly of type b, the 
encoder replica scheme of figure 17 must be used. 
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Figure 1 7: Encoder scheme belonging to butterfly of type b 

Note . that the MSB and LSB are reversed in comparison with figure 13. Eveiy clock cycle, a binaiy 
representative of a state is put into this register and encoding is carried out to receive the four y bits, 
wherein Yl and y4are the same and therefore two branch metrics in one butterfly occur, wherein bmo=bm3 
and bm1=bm2. When in state s, the binaiy representative is stored in reversed order. Four y-values are 
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received at the output. These four values form together a binary number which forms the decimal value of 
the distance to select. 

Examp/e 3: 

Suppose that the state =2, binary coded 000010. When reversing this it becomes 
010000 which delivers as output 0110. Thus the distance number is 6. 

For all 64 states this simple calculation can be done to retrieve the numbers of the distances which belong to 
a certain state. This needs to be done only once, because the distances belong every timeslot to the same 
state. Notice that in this example the same state has a different distance number than in the previous 
example. 
As can seen, the calculations are the same as with the register exchange method except for the storage of the 
survivors and decoding ofthem, but this is explained in the next paragraph. 

5.3 Decoding 
Trace back Viterbi deco ding differs in many ways to register exchange. One difference is the storing of the 
survivors. At the register exchange method, a 'O' is stored ifthe upper branch is chosen, else a '1' is stored. 
With the trace back method this is different. Now, the branches are coded in such a way that the trace back 
becomes simple. When reading the stored bit, the trace back unit calculates with this bit the new state. What 
this means is explained with help offigure 18. 

000100 001000 

Suppose i = 4 

Figure 18: Example of branch coding in trace back decoder 

With help of figure 18, the trace back principal can be explained easy. From state 4 there are two outgoing 
edges coded as a 'O'. From the 'lower part' of the butterfly (state 36) the outgoing edges are coded as 'l '.In 
the final trace back decoder (with 64 states) all states smaller than 32 have outgoing edges coded as 'O' and 
all states greater than 31 are coded as ' 1 '. 
When performing the trace back, only the incoming edges are ofimportance. As seen in figure 18, for every 
state the upper incoming edge is coded as a 'O' and the lower edge with a '1 '. Now, it becomes clear that 
dependent of the coding bit, the previous state can be found. These coding bits are in fact the survivor bits 
which have all been stored in the survivor memory. 
Starting the trace back is simply done by choosing a random start state. Suppose this is state 8, binary 
represented as 001000. This state represent the position in a certain column of the memory (see figure 19). 
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Figure 19: Examp/e of trace back operation 

The stored bit at position 8 is a 'O'. With a simple address calculation (also seen in this figure), the next 
position in the memory can be found. The old address was 001000 (8). When shifting the 'O' (read from the 
old address) from the left to the right, the next address becomes 000100 (4). The stored bit at this position is 
a '1' and when doing the same procedure as above, the next position becomes 100010 (34). With this 
procedure, the whole trace back can be done. 

The decoding itself works as follows. After a certain amount of bits have been stored in the survivor 
memories, the trace back is started. When performing the trace long enough, it will arrive at the best path of 
the trellis, because each path will lead to the same path ( explained in chapter 3 ). When this best path is 
found, the actual decoding starts (only these bits are reliable). As seen before, the trace back consists only 
of some address calculations. The bits which are shifted are read from the survivor memm.y in the current 
state. With this bit, the shift operation (explained above) is performed to receive the new position in the 
memoiy. This position contains a new bit and the whole process repeats. 

From the moment that the best path is found, the positions visited by the trace back contains the decoded 
information. Because this position is not known, a certain trace back length long enough to find the best 
path is done which is received by field test and simulations. This decoded information is received by 
looking the states which the trace back visits. If this state is smaller than 32, the decoded bits are zero, 
otherwise the decoded bits are equal to one. This process is the same by looking at the MSB of the binaiy 
representative of the state number. 

This bit has to be delayed for five timeslots. The reason why this is done lays with the encoder. The first bit 
which count to create the state is position five in figure 17. It takes five timeslots before this bit has moved 
to the end of the encoder where it is the MSB and exactly this bit forms the information needed for the 
deco ding. 

5.3.1 Different memory organizations 

There are different ways ofmemoiy organization. Each decoding step consists ofthree basic stages: 

1) calculate and store the survivors; 

2) perform the pre-trace (trace back long enough to reach the best path in the trellis); 

3) perform the final trace (information is needed for decoding). 

These three stages are visualized in the next figure and are called resp. write, pre-trace and decode. 
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Figure 20: Three basic stages in trace back 
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The organi7ation as in figure 20 can be used to create a simple timing solution wherein a read/modified 
write RAM is used. This sort of RAM can perfonn a write and read operation in one clock cycle. The 
functions of the RAMs as function of the time is given in the next table. 

Table 1 Function sequence with three RAMs 

n:rn: (: ~m!t~l9.t:: ',,,, ,, , 
RAMO 
RAM! 
RAM2 

The working is as follows: 

wri te tl decode2 

pre-trace3 

pre-trace1 
write2f decode3 pre-trace2 

writeydecode1 

As first, RAMO is written with the survivors computed by the ACS-units. All RAMs used have as many 
storing positions as the amount of states times the decoding depth. When RAMO is fully occupied and thus 
the decoding depth is reached, RAM! can be written. This first time, a trace back is not started, because 
there is not enough infonnation to decode. When RAM! is fully occupied by the computed survivors, 
RAM2 is the next RAM used to write the new survivors in. At this point the trace back can start so that two 
operations proceed at the same time, the writing of survivors and the pre-trace. This pre-trace is used to find 
the best path and the state at which this pre-trace ends is the begin state for the decoding RAM. The next 
stage again the new survivors have to' be stored. Because RAM2 has just been written this RAM can not be 
used to write the new survivors, because the contents of this RAM is still needed just as the contents of 
RAM!. Therefore, RAM! is the only RAM available for writing the survivors. This can only be done after 
the decoding of the contents of RAMO. Because of the fact that these RAMs are read/modifies write the 
writing of the new survivors and the decoding can be done in one time. The first column (one timeslot in the 
trellis) is ready to be read from and used for decoding this infonnation, next the new survivors are written 
on that column. Finally the process repeats as seen in table 1. It is obvious that this function sequence only 
works with read modify write RAMs. 

There are solutions which don't need these sort of RAMs. To get almost the same speed, another solution 
consists offour nonnal RAMs. See for this function sequence table 2. 

Table2 Function sequence with Jour RAMs 

:::::::1l91g~::::t ttttt:1::::t1:1t ::::?:::::::::::j,mi :::::::::it: :::::::::::::::::::'=r'=:::::::::::::::r ::::r:m:::;::~Mi~tttt 
RAMO write pre-trace1 decode2 
RAM 1 decode3 write pre-trace2 
RAM2 decode4 write pre-trace3 
RAM3 pre-trace4 decode1 write 
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The trace back method .Y= 

The working is almost the same as in the previous solution. The first survivors are written in RAMO. When 
reaching the decoding depth (RAMO is occupied then) the writing of survivors continue in RAMl. Just as in 
the previous solution, a trace back is not started. 
At the time RAMl is occupied, RAM2 will be used to write the new survivors and at the same time RAMl 
will be used to perform the pre-trace. With this pre-trace, the start state for the decoding of RAMO can be 
found. So, if RAM2 is occupied with survivors, RAM3 is now used to write the new survivors, RAM2 is 
used to perform the pre-trace and RAMO is used for decoding. RAMl is idle during this stage. Finally, this 
last stage repeats as seen in table 2. 
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6 Design of the Trace-Back Viterbi decoder 

6.1 Specifications of the decoder 
The decoder used in chapter 4 has a bit-rate of 384 kbit/s. This speed is not sufficient to do video decoding 
(as told in chapter 1.3) and therefore the decoder designed in this chapter is faster and has a bit-rate of 
3.072 Mbit/. The constraint length is 7 as in chapter 4. The generator polynomials are: 

0 1 3 4 
y0 = x +x +x +x 

0 3 4 5 
y1 = x +x +x +x 

0 2 5 
y2 =x+x+x 

Y3 = xo+x1+x3+x4 

(EQ 4) 

These polynomials describe the encoder which is given in figure 17. The amount of states is 64. Because of 
the use in mobile receivers, the chip area has to be as small as possible. 
In this decoder, to reach the needed bit-rate, some parallelism is added. A bitrate of 3,072 Mb per second is 
needed, with a clock frequency of 12,288MHz. With the assumption that one bit is computed in four clock 
cycles, the calculation is easy. 

There are 64 states and they all must be calculated to receive one bit output. With a clock of 12.288 MHz 
and a output bitrate of about 3.072 Mb/s, 12.288 I 3.072 = 4 clock cycles are needed to calculate 64 states. 
This means that 16 survivors must be calculated in one clock cycle, and thus 16 ACS-units are needed. This 
is the same as eight butterflies. 

This trace back method does not use the best state to begin a trace back, but it can use any state. Therefore, 
the decoding depth has to be longer then 80 as in chapter 4 . With the results of field test and simulations 
(done at Philips) the decoding depth is chosen 96. 

The organization of RAMs used is a little different than a previous solution given. There are two parallel 
operations now, the writing of survivors and the pre-trace together with the decoding (see figure 21). A 
method to save chip area is to make smaller RAMs. These has a consequence that the number of RAMs 
increases. The optimum between the number of RAMs and the storage capacity for each RAM is found 
easy. 

- write time -:--------n:ad time------• 

r------
64 write 

positions SUIVÎVOIS 

L ~-~~~'""----~ 
pn:-ttace 

can be mon: than 
one RAM 

'column 

Figure 21: Calculation of number of RAMs 

decoding 
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With this solution the time to write the survivors has to be equal to the time to pre-trace and decode. 
Another constraint is that the pre-trace must be 96. Given is the fact that there are 16 ACS units which 
calculate 16 survivors in one clock cycle, so four clock cycles are needed to calculate one timeslot of the 
trellis. Thus there are 4 clock cycles needed to complete one column of a RAM with writing and one clock 
cycle is needed to complete one column with reading. Given that all RAMs must have the same capacity, 
the following calculation can be formed: 

4 • (number of columns) = 3 • (number of columns) + (number of columns) 
write pre-trace decode 

and also the pre-trace have to be 96, so the number of columns is 32. Needed are therefore 5 RAMs with a 
capacity of 32 columns in which each column bas 64 positions. 

6.2 Survivor calculation 

6.2.1 Branch Metrics 

As seen before, there are 16 ACS-units or eight butterflies. Tuis means, there are four cycles needed to 
calculate one stage of 64 states. Therefore, some memory is needed to store the eight computed branch 
metrics, because they are four cycles needed. In the sarne time, the new branch metrics can be computed, so 
that after the four cycles they are immediately ready for use. In figure 22 is given a solution how to do this. 
The numbers in the registers 1 and 2 give the eight branch metrics used. 

branch 
metric 
compu
tation 

load 

branch 
metric 
shuff-

1--~ ling 

stage 

Figure 22: Design of branch metric computation 

The eight branch metrics which are stored into the registers are the only eight branch metrics possible as 
seen in chapter 4.2 . As told before, it takes four cycles to complete one timeslot. Eveiy cycle, 16 branch 
metrics are needed, but there are only eight different branch metrics available. Therefore, eveiy cycle, eight 
branch metrics are computed and stored into register!. The old contents ofregisterl is copied into register2. 
The contents ofthis register is used to form the input of the branch metric shuffling unit. With the help of 
branch metric shuffling, these eight branch metrics are duplicated to retrieve 16 branch metrics, and send to 
the output ofthis block in the right sequence (bm0 .. bml5 in the figure) . This sequence can be computed in 
the same way as example 2. The sequence of all the 64 branch metrics needed in four cycles is given in 
table 3. The time needed to shuffle the branch metric to retrieve the right sequence is four cycles and in this 
time the new branch metric numbers can be computed and stored into register 1. A:fter four cycles this 
register is copied again into register2 and the procedure repeats. 
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Designofthe decoder IY = 
Table 3 Sequence of the branch metrics during the jour cycles 

bmO 0 4 9 13 

bml 15 11 6 2 
bm2 6 2 15 11 

bm3 9 13 0 4 
bm4 11 15 2 6 

bm5 4 0 13 9 
bm6 13 9 4 0 

bm7 2 6 11 15 
bm!S 11 15 1. (> 

bm9 4 0 13 9 
bmlO 13 9 4 0 

bmll 2 6 11 15 
bm12 0 4 9 13 

bm13 15 11 6 2 
bm14 6 2 15 11 

bm15 9 13 0 4 
belongmg to the belonging to the belongmg to the belonging to the 

1 st 16 states 2nd 16 states 3rd 16 states 4th 16 states 

The branch metrics as they are given in this table, are every timeslot the same, only the contents of these 
metrics change every timeslot because of the different Y1 .. y4 which are received. In this method, all eight 
branch metrics are computed in one time and stored in register 1. After four cycles the contents of this 
register is copied into register2 and the new eight branch metric numbers are computed. 

Another method which uses less hardware is the following. Instead of computing all eight branch metrics at 
a time, these metrics can be computed in four clock cycles. This is possible, because it takes four clock 
cycles before the branch metrics stored in registert are needed in register2. The other solution is to compute 
every clock cycle two branch metrics. When doing this for four clock cycles, all eight branch metrics are 
ready and can be stored in register2. Tuis method bas the advantage that there are only two calculations are 
needed every clock cycle instead of eight at a time. So, there are only two units necessary to compute these 
two branch metrics instead of the previous solution which uses eight units. This reduces the hardware with 
a factor 4. 
This method is not used in this design due toa lack of time. 

6.2.2 Path Metrics 

In chapter 4 an in-place configuration is used to store the path metrics. Because of the complexity in a 
design with 64 states, the in-place configuration is not used here. The easiest wey to store the path metrics 
is by using two memories as in figure 23. 

The total storage capacity can be computed by using [Hekstra]. The minimal bound for the path metrics is, 
using the theory described in [hekstra] with a constraint length of 7 and a maximal path metric of 60, is 840. 
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The number of bits to make this is 10. Using 64 states and thus 64 path metrics with a width of 10 bits, a 
storage capacity of JO x 64 x 2 = 1280 bits is needed. The 2 stands for the two different memories. 

64 64 

memory 1 memory2 
10 10 

Figure 23: Using two memories to store path metrics 

When memory! is used to write, memory2 is being read. If 64 path metrics are written, the memories are 
swapped virtually (by changing the state of the mux and demux) and the process repeats with the difference 
that memory 2 is now used as write memory. In this figure, pm_old stands for the path metrics used to 
calculate the new path metrics called pm_new. 
The in-place configuration uses one memory of 10x64=640 bits which is halve the capacity. To find a 
solution between the two of them, a different configuration is used. 

As known the old path metrics are read from position i and i+32 and the new path metrics are written at 
positions 2i and 2i+ 1. When for instance path metric 0 and 32 are read, the new path metrics 0 and 1 can not 
be written at position 0 and 1 when using in place, because position 1 is still needed. Therefore some 
memory have to be added. In the next figure can be seen what capacity this memory has and how this is 
retrieved. 

mem2 

[lused 

m currently in use 

stage a 

meml 

mem2 
These positions are 
used so they can be 
ovecwritten in the 

me ml 

next stage. ------' 

stage b 

mem2 

stage c 

Figure 24: Using the extra path metric memory 

me ml 

~ , ~ 
56 \ r -mem2 mem2 

As soon as these positions are 
read, they are free to be over
written. 

staged 

Because there are 8 butterflies in this design, 16 path metrics must be read parallel. The first 16 path metrics 
are read from position 0 .. 7 and 32 " 39. The new computed path metrics have to be written normally at 
position 0 .. 15. These positions are not all used y et in meml so they have to be stored into an extra memory 
at position 0 .. 15 (stage a). Next, position 8 .. 15 and 40 .. 47 are read. The newly calculated path metrics 
are also stored into the extra memory, because of the same reason as in stage a. The new path metrics are 
stored at positions 16 .. 31 (stage b). In stage c, the read positions are 16 .. 23 and 48 .. 55. As seen in 
figure 24, the first 16 positions of mem2 are now used and can be overwritten. Therefore the new path 
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metrics in this stage are written at position 32 . .47 in memory 2. In stage d, the same thing is going on, and 
the new path metrics can also be stored in mem2 as can seen. When doing the four stages again, the 
function ofmeml and extra mem exchange so that meml gets the function of extra mem. 
When looking at the figure, it is seen that the extra memory needed must have a storage capacity of 32 path 
metrics. To show that after doing these four stages twice the start position is reached again, the next figure 
is made. 

manl 

extra 
man 

Figure 25: Connection of butterflies 

mr--======::::::::==~ 0 
7 
8 

~L:=========: 15 

, rn--===========: 16 -1 23 
24 
31 
0 
7 
8 
15 
16 
23 
24 
31 
32 
39 
40 
47 
48 
55 
56 
63 

In this figure it can be seen that after twice doing the four stages, the start position is reached again. In this 
figure the arrows which come from meml or extra mem are called pm_inl and the arrows coming from 
mem2 are called pm_in2. The upper outgoing arrows of the butterflies are called pm l_out and the lower 
arrows coming out of the butterflies are called pm2_out. 
When looking at figure 25, a total of eight stages can be recognized. Beginning with the first four stages 
wherein the upper unit of butterflies is called stagel. With these assumptions, a block diagram is made 
which is shown in figure 26. 
Because there are eight stages, these are coded with 3 bits a,b and c (abc= 000 is stage 1). 
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pm_inl& 
pm,_in2--,~16=0 ... 

mux 

a b c a b c 

Figure 26: New configuration to store path metrics 

me ml 

extra 
mem 

mem2 

The mux states on the right-hand side of the memory cells (in figure 26) indicates the order in which the 
successive memory cells are read. The mux states on the left-hand side indicate the position where the same 
memory cells are written. Because only a memory of 32 path metrics is needed, the total memory becomes 
2xl0x32 + 10x32 = 960 bits. This is 1280 -960 = 320 bits less then the configuration used in figure 23. 

6.2.3 Butterflies 

The results of the branch metrics and path metrics are input for the eight butterflies. These butterflies are 
the units where the new path metrics and the survivors are computed. The way the path metrics are read and 
written can be seen in figure 25. The calculation between these two points is done by the unit given in 
figure 27. 

.-------survivorl 

adder 

pml_out 

adder 

adder 

pmi.._out 

adder 

Figure 27: Scheme of a butterfly 
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The input of a butterfly consists of : pm_inl 

pm_in2 

bm_O 

bm_l 

With these inputs, the new path-metrics can be computed using the changed version of eq. 2, by: 

pm2i = min (pmi + bm0, pmi + 32 + bm1) 

pm2i + I = min (pmi + bm1, pmi + 32 + bmo) 
(EQ 5) 

wherein pmi is equal to pmJnl in the figure and pmi+32 is equal to pm_in2. In this equation the three basic 
operations are good to see, add the pm and bm, then find the minimum of the output of the two ACS units 
and last, select this minimal new path-metric. These three operations can be found in figure 27. In this 
scheme a comparison between the outputs of two adders is done. Normally a comparator is used for this 
operation, but in this design this isn't possible, because of the path metric overflow. The method used to 
deal with the path metric overflow in chapter 3.1.2 needs signed logic, while the function "smaller than or 
<"in the VHDL used, uses unsigned logic. Therefore, a subtracter is added to the scheme which does the 
following function: 

6.2.4 

subtract the outputs of the two adders in two's complement and check the MSB. The MSB gives 
the knowledge if the subtraction is negative or not and subsequently decides which new path 
metric and survivor is chosen. 

Scheme of survivor calculation 

When the branch metric unit, the path metric unit and the ACS-unit are coupled, the scheme looks like 
figure 28. 

inhibyln .. 
inhiby4n 

branch 
metàc 
unit 

1Xll2_out_bua 

llLJ~~~----me~pum:~~~-c---,~~~---=~-gh-~---· ··~1 
flies '----.------'" pm_in2_b'iis 

bm_O_bus 
~ sirvbusl 

~ =·~·····~··· .:.,..".~ . . . ·.. ......... .· . ... .. ....... ... · ..... · . .. . . ... .. ... .. .... ·:/ :O _ survbus2 

L-.-~_J~~~~~~~-~~_r···· ··~·····=··· · ·:>:;.·.~ . ........ · .. ··· · ·· ·········· ··· ········ · ·· ..;':"!! 

bm •. J_bus 

stage 

Every bus meana that it cmtains 
eight vectora. So aurvbual are 
eight IUlVÏVIX'S. 

Figure 28: Total scheme of survivor calculation 

The names of all busses are the same as used in the VHDL source appended with this report. Survbusl 
consists of the survivors 0 .. 7 and survbus2 of survivors 8"15. So, each clock cycle delivers 16 survivors. 
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6.3 Memory organization 
To store the 16 survivors in one clock cycle, they must be delivered in words of 16 bits. Therefore the 
butterfly from figure 18 must be chosen, because this butterfly delivers the bits in a sequentia! way in which 
they can be stored immediately. In this design is chosen for the organization with five RAMs of 32 x 4 
words each. As explained before one RAM is needed at a time to write the survivors, three RAMs for the 
pre-trace and one RAM for the final trace and decoding. These five RAMs foon together the organization 
offigure 29. 

16 bitn· - - - • _ 32 

womu .,......-RA ..... M-0~' 

ACS 
decisions , 

Writing 
4x 33 clock ' 
cycles 

Pre-trace & decoding 
4 x 33 clock cycles 
results in 4 cyclestbit 

Total RAM size: 5 x 4 x 32 x 16 = 10.240 bit= 10 kbit. 

Figure 29: Organization of RAMs 

deco ding 

These RAMs have eveiy timeslot a different function, because they work in a cyclic manner. When for 
example RAMO is used to write the survivors, then this RAM is the next timeslot used for the first of the 
three pre-traces. The functions of all RAMs are given in table 4. 

The write sequence of the survivors is perfonned by a simple counter which counts upwards. The trace
back is performed by the trace back unit, which consists of part counter which counts downwards and part 
address calculation which chooses the position within a column. 
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Table 4 Function sequence of survivor RAMs 

l""quarter 

it:xl quarter 

3thquarter 

4thquarter 

l""quarter-

2Ill quarter 

3thquarter 

4thquarter 

l""quarter 

2Ill quarter 

3thquarter 

4thquarter 

l""quarter 

2Ill quarter 

3thquarter 

4thquarter 

l""quarter 

2Ill quarter 

3thquarter 

4thquarter 

write 0-7 

write 8-15 

write 16-23 

write 14-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

decode 0-31 

decode 0-31 

write 0-7 

write 8-15 

write 16-23 

write 14-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

Write 0-7 means that column 0 to 7 are written 
Read 0-7 means that column 0 to 7 are read 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

decode 0-31 

write 0-7 

write 8-15 

write 16-23 

write 14-31 decode 0-31 
read 0-31 write 0-7 

write 8-15 

write 16-23 

write 14-31 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

Decode 0-7 means that column 0 to 7 are used to decode ilie information 

6.3.1 Trace back unit 

read 0-31 

read 0-31 

decode 0-31 

write 0-7 

write 8-15 

write 16-23 

write 14-31 

The trace back unit consists basically of three parts, the write address generator, the actual trace back 
operation unit and the read address generator, see figure 30. 
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phi 
delay 

RAM select 

~cfi.iss 
generator 

write 
enable0 . .4 

counter 

trace back 
operation 

umt 

address0 . .4 qdata0 . .4 

RAM select 

"t 
~iss 
generator 

Figure 30: Scheme oftrace back unit 

survivors 

The counter is much more like a controller. It keeps track of which RAM must be written or read. The 
procedure works as follows: 
The first time, only the write operation is done, because there is not yet data written and thus no trace back 
needed. After the fourth RAM is written the read operation becomes functional. At this moment, a read- and 
write operation is performed at the same time. When choosing a word-size of 16 bits, a RAM contains 4 x 
32 = 128 words (Because there are computed 16 survivors in one clock cycle, the word size is chosen 16. In 
4 times one column is written and a RAM has 32 columns). 
Before a read address is generated, the survivor bit of the previous cycle must be known to compute the new 
address with this bit. When the reading of the survivor bit happens at the clock edges, the address could be 
generated a clock cycle later, which is too late, because no pipeline is admitted in this design. Therefore, 
this operation must be asynchronously and be ready before the next clock cycle. Right after the data is read 
from the RAM, the new address must be computed so that this address is ready at the next clock cycle .. See 
for the timing of these signals figure 31. 

writo-address 1DOC>---

address 

'--------< I / 
/ l' ' 3 

~ 
---~1··11 

write enable 

counter 

delayofRAM 

Figure 31: Timing of write- and read signals 

At point 1 the RAM gets the read-address. After a delay time, the data appears at the output of the RAM (2) 
and can be used by the trace back operation to calculate a new address. This new address must be ready 
before point 3 where the whole process repeats. 
To explain how the trace back positions are calculated, the principal of writing must be known. The RAM 
needs a seven bits address to choose one of the 128 words. These addresses are generated sequentially by an 
upwards counting counter. The RAM is organized as in figure 32. 
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word u 
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l 5 
1 

2 6 

-
3 
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l 
2 
4 
l 
2 
5 --
l 
2 
6 

l l 
22 
3 7 

0 state 
l 

62 
63 

Figure 32: Word organization of the RAMs 

In the RAM it is clear that the address consists of 2 parts, the row-part and the column part in the following 
way: [6 5 4 3 2 1 O] wherein bits 6-2 are the MSBs and stands for the column and bits 1-0 are the LSBs and 
stands for the row. When tracing back, this choice can be used to compute the position of the correct 
survivor bit. 

A word consists of 16 bits (survivors), so four bits are needed to point to the right position within a word. 
The first time that a RAM is read it starts at state 0. Tuis is equal with the position 0 within word 124, 
because that is the position at which the trace back starts. The address for this position is 1111100. The five 
MSBs form the column which is 31 and the two LSBs form the word which is 0. When the survivor at this 
position is read it is used to compute the new address. 

\6 l s \ 4j 3\2,1 \ ol RAMaddress 

column rowl 

\ 5 l 413 1 2 \ 1 I 0 ~ Trace back address 

row J position 

C.Omposing RAM address out of trace back adress: start RAM address = 124 = 11 l 1 \ 1 l 1 l 1I0 1 0 1 
start trace back address = 0 = 1 0 1 0 j 0 10 10 10 1 

A) Fonning oftrace back address: 

surv_bit at RAM address 124 
l1l1\1l1l1lolol lolololololol 0 

+ .-------
lol ol oio lol ol 

B) Computiog new trace back address supposiog surv_bit = 'l' 

surv_bit[J Jo\ojojo\olol 
~ 

[J ..-l 1"""\ o ... j o"I o•I o•I o"I 

C) Fonning new RAM address: 

l1lolololo\ol 

column~ 
l1l1l1l1lol1lol J1lololololol 

Figure 33: Computation of new RAM address 

In figure 33 can be seen how the trace back address and the actual RAM address are formed. First, with help 
of the RAM address and the trace back address, a new trace back is received as shown in A). The surv_bit is 
the bit which is read at position 124 in the RAM. In B) this surv_bit is used to calculate the new trace back 
address by shifting this bit from the left to the right into this trace back address. This new trace back address 
is now used to compute the new RAM address at the way C) shows. At this position in the RAM the new 
surv_bit is read and the process repeats at A). 
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Last thing happening is the decoding. When completed three pre-traces, the fourth trace back is performed. 
Within this trace, the bits are decoded by looking at the MSB of the state currently in. This is the same as 
reading the LSB of the column part of the address. These bits need to be stored, because they are in reverse 
order, because the trace back works from the last bit to the first bit received. At the output however the first 
bit received must be the first bit at the output of the decoder. Therefore, all bits during this decoding stage 
are stored and then delivered to the output in reversed order. 

The source of this trace back Viterbi decoder is appended with this report and with the bench it can be 
simulated. 
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7 Conclusions 

When reading the literature, I discovered that there are thousands of articles about the viterbi algorithm and 
its many methods to use this to build a decoder. Basically two information forms are found, but there are 
many mixtures of these two methods. Many of those articles handle with the theory of the viterbi algorithm, 
others only on the hardware side of the viterbi decoder. 
The problems which occur during the implementation consists mainly on area considerations, parallelism 
used and the way the memoi:y addressing is done. 

There are two well known methods to implement viterbi decoders, register exchange and trace back each 
one having its own properties. Mostly, the register exchange method is used in relatively slow decoders 
while the trace back method is often used in fast decoders. 

There are many ways to store the survivors. All of these methods have its advantages and disadvantages. In 
the register exchange method, a shift-register-file is used because of its simplicity. There is no complex 
trace back performed to get the decoded information, but only the output of these shift-registers. These 
registers uses much chip area. When using the trace back method it is better to use RAMs because the chip 
area of the survivor memories then reduces. The only thing is that there has to be a controller which takes 
care of the writing and reading process of the different RAMs. 
RAMs are therefore the best choice when choosing the trace back viterbi decoder. In this trace back 
decoder, a certain amount of memoi:y is needed which can be divided into several RAMs. A few memoi:y 
organizations have been shown and one of these organizations is chosen for this design because it uses less 
survivor memoi:y than the other methods given. Tuis doesn 't mean that there are not better solutions to 
reduce the area of the survivor RAMs than this one. A better solution to reduce this survivor memory chip 
area consists ofusing the pipe-lining principal, but than the control of the memories becomes bigger so that 
the total chip area is not shrinking at all. Only the speed of the decoder increases when performing a correct 
pipelining. Because of the reason that the chip area does not shrink, this solution is not chosen. 

There are some methods which can get a closer look in the future. One of them is named reduced state 
viterbi decoder. This method does not store all survivors, but keeps only the n best states. This results of 
course in more complex hardware, but reduces the amount of memoi:y needed. A disadvantage of this 
method is the increase of con trol to keep the n best states. When this increase in control hardware is smaller 
than the decrease of memoi:y area, this method can be a good choice. 

Another method is called the scarce state transition method [Ishitani]. In this method, a predecoder and are
encoder is used together with a conventional viterbi decoder. First, the received data is decoded by a pre 
decoder using a simple method. Then, these signals are re-encoded by the same encoder at the transmission 
side. At last, this data is compared to the received data in a modulo-2 addition operation and this output is 
fed into a conventional viterbi decoder. 
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Appendix A: VHDL Source of Decoder 

A.1 Source of the eight butterflies 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 

ENTITY acs IS 
PORT ( branchl 

branch2 
pm_inl 
pm_in2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

IN std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic-r-vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulog1c_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic; 
INOUT std_ulogic ); 

END acs; 

ARCHITECTURE acs_behv OF acs IS 

BEGIN 
process (branchl,branch2,pm_inl,pm_in2) 

variable pmtempl std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
variable pmtemp2 std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
variable pmtemp3 std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
variable pmtemp4 std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 
variable temp std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0) 

begin 
pmtempl := branchl + pm_inl; 
pmtemp2 := branch2 + pm_in2; 
temp := pmtemp2 - pmtempl; 
IF (temp(9) = '1' ) THEN 

pm_outl <= pmtemp2; 
survivorl <= '1'; 

ELSE 
pm_outl <= pmtempl; 
survivorl <= '0'; 

END IF; 
pmtemp3 := branch2 + pm_inl; 
pmtemp4 := branchl + pm_in2; 
temp := pmtemp3 - pmtemp4; 
IF (temp(9) = '1' ) THEN 

pm_out2 <= pmtemp3; 
survivor2 <= 1 0'; 

ELSE 
pm_out2 <= pmtemp4; 
survivor2 <= '1'; 

END IF; 
END process; 
END acs_behv; 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 

ENTITY acs_unit IS 

(OTHERS => '0') 
(OTHERS => 1 0 1

) 

(OTHERS => ' 0') 
(OTHERS => '0') 

PORT ( pmbusl IN std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
pmbus2 
bmbusl 
bmbus2 
pmbusoutl 
pmbusout2 
surv_bus 

END acs_unit; 

IN std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(47 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(47 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(lS DOWNTO 0)); 

ARCHITECTURE acs_unit_behv OF acs_unit IS 

COMPONENT acs 
PORT ( branchl 

branch2 
pm_inl 
pm_in2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 

IN std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(9 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic; 
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survivor2 : IN OUT std_ulogic ) ; 
END COMPONENT; 

FOR ALL : acs USE ENTITY work.acs(acs_behv); 

BEGIN 
acsl : acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 

pm_ in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs2 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs3 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs4 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_ in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs5 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs6 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_ in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs7 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_ in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

acs8 acs PORT MAP ( pm_inl 
pm_in2 
branchl 
branch2 
pm_outl 
pm_out2 
survivorl 
survivor2 

END acs_uni t__behv; 

A.2 Source of branch metric unit 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 

=> pmbus1(9 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> pmbus2(9 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> bmbus1(5 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> bmbus2(5 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> pmbusoutl( 9 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> pmbusout1(19 DOWNTO 10) I 

=> surv_bus ( 0) , 
=> surv_bus(l)); 
=> pmbus1(19 DOWNTO 10) I 

=> pmbus2(19 DOWNTO 10) I 

=> bmbusl(ll DOWNTO 6) / 
=> bmbus2(11 DOWNTO 6) / 
=> pmbusout1(29 DOWNTO 20) I 

=> pmbusout1(39 DOWNTO 30) I 

=> surv_bus(2), 
=> surv_bus(3)); 
=> pmbus1(29 DOWNTO 20) I 

=> pmbus2(29 DOWNTO 20) I 

=> bmbus1(17 DOWNTO 12) / 
=> bmbus2(17 DOWNTO 12) I 

=> pmbusout1(49 DOWNTO 40) I 

=> pmbusout1(59 DOWNTO 50) / 
=> surv_bus(4), 
=> surv_bus(5)); 
=> pmbus1(39 DOWNTO 30) I 

=> pmbus2(39 DOWNTO 30) I 

=> bmbus1(23 DOWNTO 18) I 

=> bmbus2(23 DOWNTO 18)•, 
=> pmbusout1(69 DOWNTO 60) I 

=> pmbusout1(79 DOWNTO 70) I 

=> surv_bus(6), 
=> surv_bus(7)); 
=> pmbus1(49 DOWNTO 40) I 

=> pmbus2(49 DOWNTO 40) I 

=> bmbus1(29 DOWNTO 24) I 

=> bmbus2(29 DOWNTO 24) I 

=> pmbusout2( 9 DOWNTO 0) / 
=> pmbusout2(19 DOWNTO 10) I 

=> surv_bus(8), 
=> surv_bus(9)); 
=> pmbus1(59 DOWNTO 50) I 

=> pmbus2(59 DOWNTO 50) I 

=> bmbus1(35 DOWNTO 30) I 

=> bmbus2(35 DOWNTO 30) I 

=> pmbusout2(29 DOWNTO 20) / 
=> pmbusout2(39 DOWNTO 30) / 
=> surv_bus(lO), 
=> surv_bus(ll)); 
=> pmbus1(69 DOWNTO 60) / 
=> pmbus2(69 DOWNTO 60) I 

=> bmbus1(41 DOWNTO 3 6) I 

=> bmbus2(41 DOWNTO 36) I 

=> pmbusout2(49 DOWNTO 40) / 
=> pmbusout2(59 DOWNTO 50) I 

=> surv_bus(12), 
=> surv_bus(13)); 
=> pmbus1(79 DOWNTO 70) I 

=> pmbus2(79 DOWNTO 70) / 
=> bmbus1(47 DOWNTO 42) I 

=> bmbus2(47 DOWNTO 42) / 
=> pmbusout2(69 DOWNTO 60) I 

=> pmbusout2(79 DOWNTO 70) I 

=> surv_bus ( 14) , 
=> surv_bus(15)); 
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VHDL-source 

ENTITY bmc IS 
PORT ( phi IN std_ulogic; 

load IN std_ulogic; 
reset IN std_ulogic; 
yl IN std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 
y2 IN std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 
y3 IN std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 
y4 IN std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 
inhibyln IN std_ulogic; 
inhiby2n IN std_ulogic; 
inhiby3n IN std_ulogic; 
inhiby4n IN std_ulogic; 
stage IN std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 
branch_a OUT std_ulogic_vector(47 DOWNTO 
branch_b OUT std_ulogic_vector(47 DOWNTO 

END bmc; 

ARCHITECTURE bmc_behv OF bmc IS 

SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 

tempbranchl 
tempbranch3 
tempbranchS 
tempbranch7 
tempbranchlO 
tempbranch12 
tempbranch14 
tempbranch16 

std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0); 

.Y= 

0); 
0); 
0) ; 
0) ; 

0) ; 
0) ; 
0) ) ; 

Other branches are unused because from encoder it is known that 1 - st and 4-d 
bit are equal. 

BEGIN 

PROCESS 

VARIABLE branchl std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branch3 std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branchS std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branch7 std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branchlO std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branch12 std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branch14 std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 
VARIABLE branch16 std_ulogic_vector(S DOWNTO 0) ; 

BEGIN 
WAIT UNTIL (((phi'EVENT) AND (phi '0')) OR (reset='l')); 
IF (reset = '1') THEN 

branchl := •ooooob•; 
branch3 := •000000•; 
branchS := •000000"; 
branch7 := •000000•; 
branchlO := •000000"; 
branch12 := •000000•; 
branch14 := ·000000"; 
branch16 := •000000•; 
tempbranchl <= •000000•; 
tempbranch3 <= •000000•; 
tempbranchS <= •000000•; 
tempbranch7 <= •000000•; 
tempbranchlO <= •000000"; 
tempbranch12 <= •000000•; 
tempbranch14 <= •000000•; 
tempbranch16 <= •000000•; 
branch_a(47 DOWNTO 0) <= (OTHERS => '0'); 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 0) <= (OTHERS => '0'); 

ELSE 
IF (load='l') THEN 

branchl := tempbranchl; 
branch3 := tempbranch3; 
branchS := tempbranchS; 
branch7 := tempbranch7; 
branchlO := tempbranchlO; 
branch12 := tempbranch12; 
branch14 := tempbranch14; 
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branchl6 := tempbranchl6; 
END IF; 

IF (load='l') THEN 
tempbranchl <= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*y4,6)+ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*y3,6)+ 

ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*y2,6)+ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*yl,6); 
tempbranch3 <= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*y4,6)+ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*y3,6)+ 

ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*("llll•-y2) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*yl,6); 

tempbranchS <= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*y4,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*("llll•-y3) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*y2,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*yl ,6); 

tempbranch7 <= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*y4,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*("llll•-y3) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*("llll•-y2) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*yl ,6); 

tempbranchlO<= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*("llll•-y4) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*y3,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*y2,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*("llll•-yl) ,6); 

tempbranchl2<= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*("llll"-y4) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*y3,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*("llll"-y2) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*("llll"-yl) ,6); 

tempbranchl4<= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*("llll"-y4) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*("llll"-y3) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*y2,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*("llll" -yl),6); 

tempbranchl6<= ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby4n*("llll"-y4) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby3n*("llll"-y3) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhiby2n*("llll"-y2) ,6)+ 
ALIGN_SIZE(inhibyln*("llll"-yl) ,6); 

END IF; 

CASE stage IS 
WHEN "011" => 

WHEN "111• => 

WHEN •ooo· => 

branch_a(47 
branch_a(41 
branch_a(35 
branch_a(29 
branch_a(23 
branch_a(l7 
branch_a(ll 
branch_a(S 
branch_b(47 
branch_b(41 
branch_b(35 
branch_b(29 
branch_b(23 
branch_b(l7 
branch_b(ll 
branch_b(S 
branch_a(47 
branch_a(41 
branch_a(35 
branch_a(29 
branch_a(23 
branch_a(l7 
branch_a(ll 
branch_a(S 
branch_b(47 
branch_b(41 
branch_b(35 
branch_b(29 
branch_b(23 
branch_b(l7 
branch_b(ll 
branch_b(S 
branch_a(47 
branch_a(41 
branch_a(35 
branch_a(29 
branch_a(23 
branch_a(l7 

DOWNTO 42) 
DOWNTO 36) 
DOWNTO 30) 
DOWNTO 24) 
DOWNTO 18) 
DOWNTO 12) 
DOWNTO 6) 
DOWNTO 0) 
DOWNTO 42) 
DOWNTO 36) 
DOWNTO 30) 
DOWNTO 24) 
DOWNTO 18) 
DOWNTO 12) 
DOWNTO 6) 
DOWNTO 0) 
DOWNTO 42) 
DOWNTO 36) 
DOWNTO 30) 
DOWNTO 24) 
DOWNTO 18) 
DOWNTO 12) 
DOWNTO 6) 
DOWNTO 0) 
DOWNTO 42) 
DOWNTO 36) 
DOWNTO 30) 
DOWNTO 24) 
DOWNTO 18) 
DOWNTO 12) 
DOWNTO 6) 
DOWNTO 0) 
DOWNTO 42) 
DOWNTO 36) 
DOWNTO 30) 
DOWNTO 24) 
DOWNTO 18) 
DOWNTO 12) 

<= branch7 ; 
<= branchl ; 
<= branchl4; 
<= branchl2; 
<= branchl4; 
<= branchl2; 
<= branch7 ; 
<= branchl ; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
<= branch3 ; 
<= branchS ; 
<= branch3 ; 
<= branchS ; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
<= branch7 ; 
<= branchl ; 
<= branchl4; 
<= branchl2; 
<= branchl4; 
<= branchl2; 
<= branch7 ; 
<= branchl ; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
<= branch3 ; 
<= branchS ; 
<= branch3 ; 
<= branchS ; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
<= branch3 ; 
<= branchS ; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
<= branchlO; 
<= branchl6; 
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VHDL-source ~= 

branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch3 i 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branchS i 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch14; 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch12; 
branch_b(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branch7 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branchl 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch7 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branchl i 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch14; 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch12; 

WHEN "100" => branch_a(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch3; 
branch_a(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branchS i 
branch_a(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branchlO; 
branch_a(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch16; 
branch_a(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branchlO; 
branch_a(17 DOWNTO 12) <= branch16; 
branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch3 i 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branchS i 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch14; 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch12; 
branch_b(JS DOWNTO 30) <= branch7 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branchl 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch7 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branchl ; 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch14; 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branchl2; 

WHEN "001" => branch_a(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch16; 
branch_a(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branchlO; 
branch_a(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branchS 
branch_a(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch3 
branch_a(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branchS 
branch_a(17 DOWNTO 12) <= branch3 i 
branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch16; 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branchl i 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch7 i 
branch_b(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branch12; 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch14; 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch12; 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branch14; 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branchl i 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch7 ; 

WHEN "101" => branch_a(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch16; 
branch_a(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branchlO; 
branch_a(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branchS 
branch_a(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch3 
branch_a(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branchS 
branch_a(17 DOWNTO 12) <= branch3 i 
branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch16; 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branchl ; 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch7 i 
branch_b{35 DOWNTO 30) <= branch12; 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch14; 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch12; 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branch14; 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branchl i 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch7 ; 

WHEN "010" => branch_a(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch12; 
branch_a(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch14; 
branch_a(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branchl 
branch_a(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch7 
branch_a(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branchl 
branch_a(17 DOWNTO 12) <= branch7 i 
branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch12; 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch14; 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branchS ; 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch3 i 
branch_b(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branch16; 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch16; 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branchS ; 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch3 ; 
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VHDL-source ~= 

WHEN OTHERS=> branch_a(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branch12; 
branch_a(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch14; 
branch_a(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branchl ; 
branch_a(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branch7 ; 
branch_a(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branchl ; 
branch_a(17 DOWNTO 12) <= branch7 ; 
branch_a(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branch12; 
branch_a(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch14; 
branch_b(47 DOWNTO 42) <= branchS ; 
branch_b(41 DOWNTO 36) <= branch3 ; 
branch_b(35 DOWNTO 30) <= branch16; 
branch_b(29 DOWNTO 24) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(23 DOWNTO 18) <= branch16; 
branch_b(l7 DOWNTO 12) <= branchlO; 
branch_b(ll DOWNTO 6) <= branchS ; 
branch_b(S DOWNTO 0) <= branch3 ; 

END CASE; 
END IF; - -reset 

END PROCESS; 
END brnc_behv; 

A.3 Source of Path metric unit 

LIBRARY ieee,std; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 

ENTITY path_rnetric IS 
PORT ( prnbusin_l 

prnbusin_2 
reset 

IN std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic; 

phi 
stage 
prnbusout_l 
prnbusout_2 

IN std_ulogic; 
IN std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0); 
INOUT std_ulogic_vector(79 DOWNTO 0)); 

END path_rnetric; 

ARCHITECTURE path_rnetric_behv OF path_rnetric IS 

SIGNAL path_rnernory : std_ulogic_vector(959 DOWNTO 0); 

BEGIN 

prnbusout_l <=path_rnernory(959 DOWNTO 880) WHEN ((stage 
path_Jllernory(879 DOWNTO 800) WHEN ((stage 
path_rnernory(799 DOWNTO 720) WHEN ((stage 
path_Jllernory(719 DOWNTO 640) WHEN ((stage 

path_rnernory(639 DOWNTO 560) WHEN ((stage= 
path_rnernory(559 DOWNTO 480) WHEN ((stage= 
path_rnernory(479 DOWNTO 400) WHEN ((stage= 
path_rnernory(399 DOWNTO 320) WHEN ((stage= 
(OTHERS => '0'); --if reset=l for exarnple 

•ooo•i AND(reset='OELaE 
= •001•) AND(reset='OELaE 

•010•) AND(reset='OELaE 
·011•) AND(reset='OELaE 

•100•) AND (reset='O'ELSE 
•101•) AND (reset='O'ELSE 
•110•) AND (reset='O'ELSE 
•111•) AND (reset='O'ELSE 

prnbusout_2 <=path_rnernory(319 DOWNTO 240) WHEN ((stage= •ooo•) AND (reset='O'll 
ELSE 

path_Jllernory(239 DOWNTO 160) WHEN ((stage= •001•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_rnernory(159 DOWNTO 80) WHEN ((stage= •010•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_Jllernory( 79 DOWNTO 0) WHEN ((stage= •011•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_rnernory(319 DOWNTO 240) WHEN ((stage= •100•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_Jllernory(239 DOWNTO 160) WHEN ((stage= •101•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_Jllernory(159 DOWNTO 80) WHEN ((stage •110•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 

path_rnernory( 79 DOWNTO 0) WHEN ((stage •111•) AND (reset='O')) 
ELSE 
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(OTHERS => '0'); 

PROCESS 

BEGIN 
WAIT UNTIL (((phi'EVENT) AND (phi = '0')) OR (reset 
IF (reset = '1') THEN 

'1')) ; 

path_memory <= (OTHERS => '0'); 
ELSE 

CASE stage IS 
WHEN "000" => path_memory(639 DOWNTO 560) <= pmbusin_l; 

path_memory(559 DOWNTO 480) <= pmbusin.._2; 
WHEN "001" => path_memory(479 DOWNTO 400) <= pmbusin_l; 

path_memory(399 DOWNTO 320) <= pmbusin_2; 
WHEN ·010· => path_memory(319 DOWNTO 240) <= pmbusin.._1; 

path_memory(239 DOWNTO 160) <= pmbusin_2; 
WHEN "011" => path_memory(159 DOWNTO 80) <= pmbusin.._1; 

path_memory( 79 DOWNTO 0) <= pmbusin.._2; 
WHEN "100" => path_memory(959 DOWNTO 880) <= pmbusin_l; 

pa th_memory ( 8 7 9 DOWNTO 800) <= pmbusin_2; 
WHEN "101" => path_memory(799 DOWNTO 720) <= pmbusin_l; 

path_memory(719 DOWNTO 640) <= pmbusin_2; 
WHEN "110" => path_memory(319 DOWNTO 240) <= pmbusin_l; 

path_memory(239 DOWNTO 160) <= pmbusin_2; 
WHEN OTHERS=> path_memory (159 DOWNTO 80) <= pmbusin_l; 

pa th_J!lemory ( 79 DOWNTO 0) <= pmbusin_2; 
END CASE; 

END IF; 
END PROCESS; 

END path_metric_behv; 

A.4 Source of Trace-back unit 

LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
USE work.functions.all; 

ENTITY trace_back IS 
PORT ( phi 

delay 
addressO 
addressl 
address2 
address3 
address4 
q_dataO 
q_datal 
q_data2 
q_data3 
q_data4 
webO 
webl 
web2 
web3 
web4 

END trace_back; 

IN std_ulogic; 
IN std_ulogic; 
OUT std_ulogic_vector( 6 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT std_ulogic_vector( 6 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT std_ulogic_vector( 6 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT std_ulogic_vector( 6 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT std_ulogic_vector( 6 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
IN std_ulogic_vector(15 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT std_ulogic; 
OUT std_ulogic; 
OUT std_ulogic; 
OUT std_ulogic; 
OUT std_ulogic ); 

ARCHITECTURE trace_back_behv OF trace_back IS 
SIGNAL surv_bit 
SIGNAL position 
SIGNAL cntrl 
SIGNAL cntr2 
SIGNAL decode 

BEGIN 

trace : PROCESS 
VARIABLE column 

std_ulogic; 
std_ulogic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0) ; 
std_ulogic_vector(6 DOWNTO 0) ; 
std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 0) ; 
std_ulogic_vector(31 DOWNTO 0) ; 

std_ulogic_vector(4 DOWNTO 0); 
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VHDL-source ~= 

VARIABLE ternp_addr: std_ulogic_vector(S 
VARIABLE word : std_ulogic_vector(l 
VARIABLE data : std_ulogic_vector(lS 
VARIABLE addr0,addrl,addr2,addr3,addr4 
VARIABLE key2 : std_ulogic; 

BEGIN 
WAIT UNTIL ((phi'EVENT) AND (phi 

IF (delay = '1') THEN 
cntrl <= •0000000•; 
cntr2 <= ·ooo•; 
column := •00000•; 
word := •oo•; 
position <= •oooo•; 
addrO := •0000000•; 
addrl := •0000000•; 
addr2 := •0000000•; 
addr3 := •0000000•; 
addr4 := •0000000•; 
webO 
webl 
web2 
web3 
web4 
key2 

ELSE 

<= '1' i 
<= '1'; 
<= '1'; 
<= '1'; 
<= '1' i 
:= '0, i 

CASE cntr2 IS 

, 0,)) ; 

DOWNTO 0); 
DOWNTO 0); 
DOWNTO 0); 
std_ulogic_vector(6 DOWNTO 0); 

WHEN •ooo• => webO <= '0';--stays '0' for 128 cycles and then becornes '1' 
web4 <= '1'; 
IF cntrl = "0000000n THEN 

addrO := •OOOOOOO•; 
ELSE 

addrO := addrO + 1; 
END IF; 
IF {{cntrl >= •0000000•) AND {cntrl < •0100000•) AND 

{key2='1')) THEN 
ternp_addr := {sh_right(word & position,1))+ 

{surv_bit & •00000•); 
word := ternp_addr{S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr{3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr4 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = "0011111• THEN 

addr3 := addr4; 
END IF; 

ELSIF {{cntrl >= "0100000") AND (cntrl < •1000000•) AND 
{key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := {sh_right{word & position,1))+ 
{surv_bit & •00000•); 

word:= ternp_addr{S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr{3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr3 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0111111• THEN 

addr2 := addr3; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1000000•) AND (cntrl < •1100000•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := {sh_right{word & position,1))+ 
{surv_bit & •00000•); 

word:= ternp_addr{S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr2 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •1011111• THEN 

addrl := addr2; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= •1111111•) AND 
{key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := {sh_right{word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •ooooo•J; 

word := ternp_addr{S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr{3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
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VHDL-source ,Y = 
addrl := column & word; 
decode(To_Intl(column)) <= temp_addr(O); 

END IF; 
WHEN •001• => webl <= '0'; 

webO <= '1'; 
IF cntrl = •OOOOOOO• THEN 

addrl := •0000000•; 
ELSE 

addrl := addrl +l; 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl >= •0000000•) AND (cntrl < •0100000•) AND 

(key2='1')) THEN 
temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 

(surv_bit & •ooooo•i; 
word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column · 1; 
addrO := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0011111• THEN 

addr4 := addrO; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= "0100000") AND (cntrl < •1000000") AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & "00000"); 

word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr4 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0111111" THEN 

addr3 := addr4; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1000000") AND (cntrl < •1100000•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •ooooo•J; 

word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr3 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = "1011111" THEN 

addr2 := addr3; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= "1100000") AND (cntrl <= •1111111•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word':= temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr2 := column & word; 
decode(To_Intl(column)) <= temp_addr(O); 

END IF; 
WHEN •010• => webl <= '1'; 

web2 <= '0 •; 
IF cntrl = •0000000" THEN 

addr2 := •0000000•; 
ELSE 

addr2 := addr2 +l; 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl >= •0000000•) AND (cntrl < •0100000•) AND 

(key2='1')) THEN 
temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 

(surv_bit & •00000•); 
word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addrl := column & word; 
IF cntrl = "0011111" THEN 

addrO := addrl; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •OlOOOOO•) AND (cntrl < •1000000") AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
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VHDL-source IL\I = 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word:= ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addrO := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0111111" THEN 

addr4 := addrO; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1000000•) AND (cntrl < •1100000•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word:= ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr4 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •1011111" THEN 

addr3 := addr4; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= •1111111•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - l; 
addr3 := column & word; 
decode(To_Intl(column)) <= ternp_addr(O); 

END IF; 
WHEN •011• => web2 <= 'l'; 

web3 <= '0'; 
IF cntrl = uoOOOOOO" THEN 

addr3 := •ooooOOO"; 
ELSE 

addr3 := addr3 +l; 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl >= •0000000") AND (cntrl < •OlOOOOO•) AND 

(key2='1')) THEN 
ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 

(surv_bit & •00000•); 
word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr2 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = uoOlllll" THEN 

addrl := addr2; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •OlOOOOO•) AND (cntrl < •1000000•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addrl := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0111111• THEN 

addrO := addrl; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1000000•) AND (cntrl < •1100000•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= ternp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addrO := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •1011111• THEN 

addr4 := addrO; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= •1111111•) AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

ternp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word := ternp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
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VHDL-source ll-\1 = 
position <= temp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column : = column - 1; 
addr4 := column & word; 
decode(To_Intl(columnl) <= temp_addr(O); 

END IF; 
IF cntrl = •1111111" THEN 

key2 :='1'; 
END IF; 

WHEN •100• => web3 <= '1'; -- read 
web4 <= '0'; -- write 
IF cntrl = •OOOOOOO• THEN 

addr4 := •0000000•; 
ELSE 

addr4 := addr4 +l; 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl >= •0000000•) AND (cntrl < •0100000•) AND 

(key2='1')) THEN 
temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,1))+ 

(surv_bit & •00000•); 
word:= temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= temp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr3 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •OOlllll" THEN 

addr2 := addr3; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •0100000"1 AND (cntrl < •1000000"1 AND 
(key2='1')1 THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,111+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•1; 

word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 4); 
position <= temp_addr(3 DOWNTO 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addr2 := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •0111111" THEN 

addrl := addr2; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1000000•I AND (cntrl < •1100000"1 AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,111+ 
(surv_bit & •00000•); 

word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 41; 
position <= temp_addr(3 DOWNTO 01; 
column := column -1; 
addrl := column & word; 
IF cntrl = •1011111" THEN 

addrO := addrl; 
END IF; 

ELSIF ((cntrl >= •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= •1111111•1 AND 
(key2='1')) THEN 

temp_addr := (sh_right(word & position,111+ 
(surv_bit & •00000·1; 

word := temp_addr(S DOWNTO 41; 
position <= temp_addr(3 DOWNTC 0); 
column := column - 1; 
addrO := column & word; 
decode(To_Intl(columnl) <= temp_addr(OI; 

END IF; 
WHEN OTHERS => NULL; 

END CASE; 

cntrl <= cntrl +l; 

IF (cntrl = •1111111•1 THEN 
cntr2 <= cntr2 +1; 

END IF; - -cntrl 

IF ((cntr2 = •100•) AND ( cntrl 
cntr2 <= •ooo•; 

END IF; --cntr2 
END IF; -- delay 

addressO <= addrO; 
addressl <= addrl; 

•1111111•)) THEN 
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address2 <= addr2; 
address3 <= addr3; 
address4 <= addr4; 

END PROCESS trace; 

addr_computation : PROCESS(q_data0,q_datal,q_data2,q_data3,q_data4,delay) 
BEGIN 

IF delay = '1' THEN 
surv_bit <= 1 0'; 

ELSE 
CASE cntr2 IS 

WHEN 6 000* => 
IF ((cntrl > 6 0000000*) AND (cntrl <= •0100000•)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data4(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •0100000") AND (cntrl <= •1000000*)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data3(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •1000000") AND (cntrl <= "1100000")) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data2(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF (((cntrl > •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= "1111111")) OR 

(cntrl = •0000000")) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_datal(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
WHEN "001n => 

IF ((cntrl > "0000000") AND (cntrl <= "0100000")) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_dataO(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •0100000") AND (cntrl <= "1000000n)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data4(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > "1000000") AND (cntrl <= "1100000")) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data3(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF (((cntrl > •1100000") AND (cntrl <= •1111111*)) OR 

(cntrl = ·0000000")) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_data2(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
WHEN •010• => 

IF ((cntrl > •0000000") AND (cntrl <= •0100000")) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_datal(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •0100000") AND (cntrl <= • 1000000")) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_dataO(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •1oooooon) AND (cntrl <= "1100000*)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_data4(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF (((cntrl > •1100000•) AND (cntrl <= •1111111*)) OR 

(cntrl = •ooooooo"))THEN 
surv_bit <= q_data3(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
WHEN •011• => 

IF ((cntrl > •0000000*) AND (cntrl <= •0100000*)) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_data2(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •0100000*) AND (cntrl <= •1000000*)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_datal(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •1000000") AND (cntrl <= •1100000")) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_dataO(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF (((cntrl > •1100000") AND (cntrl <= •1111111*)) OR 

(cntrl = •ooooooon))THEN 
surv_bit <= q_data4(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
WHEN •100• => 

IF ((cntrl > •0000000") AND (cntrl <= •OlOOOOO•)) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_data3(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •0100000") AND (cntrl <= •1000000*)) THEN 
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VHDL-source 

surv_bit <= q_data2(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF ((cntrl > •1000000") AND (cntrl <= •1100000•)) THEN 

surv_bit <= q_datal(To_Intl(position)); 
END IF; 
IF (((cntrl > •1100000") AND (cntrl <= •1111111•)) OR 

(cntrl = •0000000")) THEN 
surv_bit <= q_dataO(To_Intl(position)); 

END IF; 
WHEN OTHERS => NULL; 

END CASE; --cntr2 
END IF; 

END PROCESS addr_computation; 

END trace_back_behv; 

A.S Source of bench for Viterbi decoder 

LIBRARY ieee,std,pirlib; 
USE ieee.std_loqic_l164.ALL; 
USE ieee.std_loqic_arith.all; 
USE pirlib.pir_loqic.all; 
USE pirlib.pir_comp.all; 
USE pirlib.tac_comp.all; 
USE std.textio.all; 
USE work.functions.all; 

ENTITY bench IS 
END bench; 

ARCHITECTURE bench_behv OF bench IS 
COMPONENT controller 
PORT ( phi 

reset 
readfifo 
yl 
y2 
y3 
y4 
inhibyln 
inhiby2n 
inhiby3n 
inhiby4n 

END COMPONENT; 

phi 
reset 

IN 
IN 
OUT 
IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 

std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic_vector(3 
std_uloqic_vector(3 
std_uloqic_vector(3 
std_uloqic_vector(3 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic) ; 

std_uloqic:='l'; 
std_uloqic:='O'; 

DOWNTO 
DOWNTO 
DOWNTO 
DOWNTO 

0) ; 
0) ; 
0) ; 
0) ; 

SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 

yl 
y2 
y3 
y4 
inhibyln 
inhiby2n 
inhiby3n 
inhiby4n 
key 
readfifo 

std_uloqic_vector(3 DOWNTO Ol :=•oooo•; 
std_uloqic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0) :=•OOOO•; 
std_uloqic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0) :=•oooo•; 
std_uloqic_vector(3 DOWNTO 0) :=•oooo•; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic; 
std_uloqic:='O'; 
std_uloqic:='O'; 

FILE metric_file TEXT IS IN •metric.IN"; 

BEGIN 
phi <= NOT(phi) AFTER 50 ns; 
key <= '1' AFTER 60 ns; 
reset <= '0','1' AFTER 10 ns,'0' AFTER 60 ns; 
inhibyln <= 
inhiby2n <= 
inhiby3n <= 
inhiby4n <= 

I 1' j 

I 1' j 

I 1'; 
I 1' ; 

DUT: controller PORT MAP( 

.Y= 
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phi=> phi, 
reset => reset, 
yl=> yl, 
y2=> y2, 
y3=> y3, 
y4=> y4, 
inhibyln=> inhibyln, 
inhiby2n=> inhiby2n, 
inhiby3n=> inhiby3n, 
inhiby4n=> inhiby4n, 
readfifo => readfifo ) i 

set_values PROCESS (phi) 
VARIABLE rline line; 
VARIABLE value integer; 

VARIABLE ent integer:=O; 

BEGIN 
IF ((readfifo='l') AND (phi='O')) THEN 

IF NOT(ENDFILE(metric_file)) THEN 
READLINE(metric_file,rline); 
READHEX(rline,value); 
yl <= To_Bit2(value,4); 

READLINE(metric_file,rline); 
READHEX(rline,value); 
y2 <= To_Bit2(value,4); 

READLINE(metric_file,rline); 
READHEX(rline,value); 
y3 <= To_Bit2(value,4); 

READLINE(metric_file,rline); 
READHEX(rline,value); 
y4 <= To_Bit2(value,4); 

END IF; 
END IF; 

END PROCESS set_values; 
END; 

CONFIGURATION controller_bench OF bench IS 
FOR bench_behv 

FOR ALL :controller USE ENTITY work . controller(controller_behv); 
END FOR; 

END FOR; 
END; 
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